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Genetics BIO105

Bill Sullivan

Office hours will be on Wed
10:00 AM – Noon
Sinsheimer Labs Room 322

Also after lectures on Tuesdays and Thursdays
(On the bench directly outside lecture hall)

The textbook for this course will be 
Hartwell et al.,5th Edition 
Genetics: from genes to genomes

All course materials accessed through Canvas

MIDTERM: Tuesday May 1st

FINAL: Monday June 11th 12.00 PM to 3.00 PM.
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The fabulous Spring Bio 105 TA’s

Hanna Vicars hvicars@ucsc.edu
Brandt Warecki bwarecki@ucsc.edu
How does a cell respond to a broken 
chromosome?  Is an improper response an 
early event in the origin of cancer

Lotti Brose lbrose@ucsc.edu
How does a cell coordinate the cell division 
machinery (cytokinesis) with chromosome 
segregation?

Laura Chappell  lchappell@ucsc.edu. 
Pathogens, Neglected Tropical Disease
and drug discovery (African River-blindness)

Paula Esquetini pesquentinin.ucsc.edu
How does a single gene produce and regulate 
production of many proteins?
TA’s will run the sections

Attendance will be taken
There will be a short quiz each week 
TA’s will also hold review session for midterm and final
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Personal background

Undergraduate       UC San Diego              Biology Major

Graduate studies     U. Washington Thesis:
Dept of Genetics. Selfish DNA

Post-doc studies UC San Francisco Mechanisms of
Dept of Biochemistry Cell division

Moved to UCSC in 1990

Current Interest
Mechanisms of cell division- cytokinesis
Genome stability and cancer 
Host-pathogen interactions, Neglected tropical diseases

For many years have served as as editor of the journal
Genetics

Student evaluations-

Difficult to keep up during lectures
(true- requires studying outside of class- all notes online) 

Exams too long and too difficult
(only if you don’t keep up with the material from day one)

His shirts are wrinkled and wears too much plaid
(working on it)

The course is long. It covers topics over the last 100 years
in 10 weeks. 
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Enrollment

Students who were unable to enroll: there is a sign up sheet

Please write your name and student ID and UCSC e-mail 
address

If you are eligible for the course- you have taken all the 
prerequisites AND based on other criteria you will be notified 
on whether you can take the class or not.

Permission codes will only be sent to UCSC e-mail accounts!
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Grades:

There will be ONLY ONE MID-TERM.

The mid-term will comprise 40% of your final grade.

It is ONLY  1½ hours long, NOT 1¾ hours long!!!!!

Mid term exam will be in week 5 and include everything we 
have covered through week 4

The final will comprise 60% and will cover the material in the 
second half of the course 

The class is cumulative. Early concepts will be used in later 
lectures and in the finals!

NO EXAMS PRIOR TO SPECIFIED DATES

CHEATING- NO TOLERANCE- FAILING GRADE AND-----

Grades



Discussion sections
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Attendance will be taken

There will be a short quiz each week
(starting the 2nd week of the quarter)
We will record whether you have taken
the quiz but not your grade on the quiz

TA’s will also hold review session for the
midterm and final

Incentive for attending discussion sections:

If you attend sections and take all of the 
quizzes, you will receive the benefit of the 
doubt on borderline grades
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DRC

DRC- Introduce yourself after class or during office 
hours so I can help with your learning experience. 

Bring DRC forms so we can make arrangements for the 
exams.

Please submit the DRC forms in the next two weeks.



Doing well in the class
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Doing well
Study regularly for this class. 

Each lecture builds upon the previous lectures. Understanding a 
lecture depends on the topics covered in the previous lecture.

If you think you can skip the first few lectures and hope to 
catch up by cramming at the last minute- forget it. It won’t 
work.

What I have found is that there is a very strong correlation 
between time spent studying and success in class!

Be active in your studying 

Simply reading notes and texts will not be enough

Most of your studying should be done with a notebook
and a pencil in your hand

While studying keep a list of questions for aspects of the
material you do not understand

The more specific the question, the better

“I don’t get meiosis” – too general

“I don’t understand the difference between homologous 
chromosomes and sister chromosomes”- much better
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Lecture notes

Lectures are meant to help you understand the course.

The exams will test only those sections/topics that I 
cover in my lectures.

LECTURE NOTES 

Use the textbook to flesh out concepts and topics that 
I cover in the class.
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Problem-solving

This course is a problem solving course. 

Memorizing facts is important. 

ONLY memorizing facts will not help you pass this course!

MORE THAN 50% of each exam will involve solving 
problems!

Most important- solve homework and practice exam 
problems set for each lecture.

Try to solve the problems without recourse to the solutions 
manual.

At the very least do the assigned problems. Find other 
texts for more practice problems
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Topics covered include:

Mendelian Laws and 
Chromosome Theory 
(genes reside on 
chromosomes)

Biological basis of  
Mendelian Laws: meiosis 
and gamete production

Multiple alleles and 
gene function

Mapping both genetic (recombination)
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Mapping both genetic 
(recombination) and physical
Mapping: whole 
genome sequencing

Pedigree analysis and medical genetics

Role of large scale chromosome 
rearrangements in human disease and 
evolution

The Gorilla has 48
Chromosomes.  Humans
have ____ chromosomes
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Gene function.:  DNA-to- phenotype

Recombinant DNA 
Molecular genetics

Genomics in the era of 
whole genome sequencing

Developmental Genetics
Cancer genetics and
Gene regulation
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Student Evaluations for Sullivan

1995  “The Prof should wear something other 
than T-shirts”

1999 “Enough of the rumpled plaid shirts”

2003 “What is with the Hawaiian shirts”

2007  “Rumpled”

2010  “Like the website, but messy office”

NO MENDEL!!!
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How much of the human condition is genetically controlled?

Mostly Mostly 
Genetic Environmental

Eye Color

Height

Athletic Ability

Handedness

Longevity

Political views

Belief in God

Thrill Seeking

Addiction

Creativity

Depression 

Happiness

Sexual Orientation 
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How do we determine if a human trait is genetically controlled?

Through family studies:

Does the trait “run in families”?   or
Is it inherited in a Mendelian fashion

If the answer is yes, that means there is a genetic component
and one has a good chance of isolating the responsible gene

Family studies are not only powerful but often yield surprising
Conclusions regarding the genetic basis of particular human traits

The Tennyson family provides a good example of this

(6 August 1809 – 6 October 1892) 
was Poet Laureate of Great Britain 
and Ireland during much of
Queen Victoria's reign and remains 
one of the most popular British poets.[3]
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The Tennyson family includes many gifted writers
and poets suggestive of a genetic components 

Studies of many pedigrees are needed to make a
more conclusive determination

Bipolar
Depression
Rage/insanity
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Suggests a link between creativity and mood 
disorders

Imprisoned
for violence

Outbursts of
passion: declared insane Too susceptible

melancholy from
every passing cloud

Had to be
Segregated
from outside
world

Dwelling in an 
element of gloom     

Did not entirely
escape the black-
blood of the Tennyson’s

Rather 
unused to
this planet

Mood disorders were also common in the Tennyson family
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Geneticists want to know…..

How much of these traits are due to genetic versus environmental
factors?

If genes play a role, are the same genes that contribute to 
creativity, also contributing to mood disorders?

Because these traits appear to be linked, it suggests the same
genes are involved: 

Support for this comes from a  study of 47 distinguished writers 
and artists  (won the drama critics award or member of the 
Royal Academy):

40% had a mood disorder requiring hospitalization
(the poets were worse off 50%)

Historical study
36 major British Poets born between 1705 and 1805

30 fold higher manic depression
20 fold higher committed to an asylum
5 fold higher suicide rate
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Beginning stages of manic/depression mood swings 
seem to be conducive to original thought

Hypomania- a diagnostic feature described as 
“sharpened creative thinking expansive grandiose mood”

Increased ability to rhyme and use sound associations

List synonyms and form word associations readily

Function well on a few hours of sleep

Ability to focus

Experience profound emotions

A possible physiological basis for the link between
mood disorder and creativity

The Scream, 1893 Edvard Munch

The demons of Munch’s mind took the form of 
anxiety, depression and later close shaves with 
alcoholism. Another of Munch’s sisters, Laura, was 
considered mentally ill.

“One evening I was walking along a path, the city was 
on one side and the fjord below. I felt tired and ill. 
I stopped and looked out over the fjord—the sun was 
setting, and the clouds turning blood red. I sensed a 
scream passing through nature; it seemed to me that
I heard the scream. I painted this picture, painted 

the clouds as actual blood. The color shrieked. 
This became The Scream”
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If genes play a role:

How many genes?
Where do they map?
What is their structure?
What is their function?

Once the responsible genes are identified, they will prove
valuable in developing effective treatments for the disorders

With the concepts and technologies developed over the last two 
decades, we are in a position to address these issues.

Applied Genetics:  Bio-technology

Geneticists want to know…..

How much of these traits are due to genetic versus environmental
factors?

If genes play a role, are the same genes that contribute to 
creativity, also contributing to mood disorders?

Because these traits appear to be linked, it suggests the same
genes are involved: 
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The Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) tracks
human traits that have a significant genetic component
(that is they are inherited in a Mendelian fashion)

Proband- a person serving as the starting point for 
the genetic study of a family

Heritability- the extent to which genetic individual differences 
contribute to individual differences in observed 
behavior (or phenotypic individual differences)

0.0 -genes do not contribute at all to phenotypic individual differences)
1.0 -genes are the only reason for individual differences
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Surprisingly small genetic component to Longevity: 10-16%

There are very few entries in OMIM for “Happiness”
Why is this?
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Genetic modeling showed that at age 12, heritability for risk-taking 
was modest but significant for both sexes (28% for males and 17% for 
females). However, at age 14, heritability increased to 55% in males 
and became nonsignificant in females. The findings indicated that 
there are age and sex differences in the heritability of risk-taking 
behavior, particularly during the years studied.

Surprisingly large genetic component to risk-taking behavior
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Explaining Mendelian laws of inheritance will be key to these
parents making an informed decision

There is a rapidly growing demand
for genetic counselors 

Usually 2 year program to obtain
a Masters degree 
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Mendelian genetics infroms us of a child having CF if 
both parents are carriers

Male Cf/cf x Female Cf/cf
Carrier Carrier

Cf cf

Cf

cf

Cf/Cf
Normal

Cf/cf
Normal

cf/Cf
Normal

cf/cf
Cys Fib

Male

Female

25%   1 in 4 of having a child with CF

How individuals view a 25% probability
varies dramatically

75% (3 in 4 chance of having a child without CF
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Cystic fibrous
A progressive, genetic disease
that causes persistent lung 
infections and limits the 
ability to breathe over time.

In people with CF, a defective
gene causes a thick, sticky buildup 
of mucus in the lungs.  The mucus
clogs the airways and traps bacteria leading to 
infections, extensive lung damage and respiratory failure.

Frequency
One of the most prevalent genetic conditions in Americans 
Approximately 1 in 50 Americans carry a mutant form of 
this gene. Therefore millions of Americans carry the defective 
CF gene, but do not have any symptoms. That's because a 
person with CF must inherit two defective CF genes –
one from each parent.

Better treatment or cure for this or other genetic diseases
Comes with identifying the mutant gene(s) responsilbe for
The disorder
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How does one go about isolating the CF gene?

The problem:

Human genome:  3,000,000,000 base pairs (3 billion)
Typical gene:  3,000 base pairs

So by random searching through the genome, there is a
1 in a million chance of isolating the CF gene.

Depicted is the 130 volume
volume hard copy of
the human genome

The gene coding for CF
would be a single sentence
in one of these volumes

Mendelian genetics makes the job much easier!   Through Mendelian
analysis CF was mapped to a specific chromosome and eventually
to a specific region on that chromosome.
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Humans have 23
chromosome sets

CF maps to the tip
of chromosome 7
spanning a region of
1.5 million base pairs

This region is 1/500th

of the genome 
(rather than 1/millionth)

This was extremely
important because it was 
just in the range in which 
molecular biologists could apply their tools to clone (isolate) and
sequence the gene 

Through techniques which you will learn later in the course, 
the CF gene was:

Isolated
Sequenced
Protein structure determined

Through family studies and Mendelian genetics, researchers were
Able to map the mutant gene responsible for CF to a specific
Region on Chromosome 7
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Cystic fibrous is a large plasma membrane protein that 
is required for ion transport

Lung from CF patient

Appl Clin Genet. 2012; 5: 29–36.
Published online 2012 May 29. doi: 10.2147/TACG.S8873
PMCID: PMC3681190
Gene therapy for the treatment of cystic fibrosis
Tabinda J Burney1,2 and Jane C Davies1,2,3

Trials are underway for delivering copies of the normal
gene using a modified virus
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Mendelian genetics of social behavior

Studies of identical twins indicate that there is a genetic 
component to complex social traits such as shyness aggression etc

Because twins come from a single fertilized egg, similarities and 
differences between sets of twins is the start to 
determining the degree to which nature and environment play a 
role in the trait of interest
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Identical twins are ideal lab specimens for studying the difference 
between learned and inherited traits since they come from the 
womb preloaded with matching genetic operating systems. Any 
meaningful differences in their behaviors or personalities are 
thus likely to have been acquired, not innate.
Jeffrey Kluger

Complex social traits such as “Openness” have a high genetic
component

100% Genetically identical
50% Genetically identical
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Mendelian genetics of model organisms can be used to identify 
specific genes involved in  complex social behavior

Studies of identical twins indicate that there is a genetic 
component to complex social traits such as shyness aggression etc

However the genes that influence these behaviors are largely unknown

To address this issue, geneticists at UCSF studied the genes involved
eating behavior through  Mendelian analysis of a social feeding behavior 
in the  worm C. elegans

C. elegans is a model organism used in many 
labs throughout the world

Worms isolated in England will disperse across 
a petri dish and feed alone, while German 
isolates feed in tight aggregates

Through Mendelian analysis, they learned that this rather complex 
social behavior was due to single gene difference. They also  mapped 
this gene to a specific chromosome region and thus were able to clone
clone the gene

The npr-1 was cloned from the solitary N2 strain by by genetics maping followied
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+ = social feeder
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The gene responsible for the different feeding behavior is npr-1

Npr-1 is a receptor for a neuropeptide known as Neuropeptide-Y (NPY)

In humans and Neuropeptide-Y regulates
food consumption, mood and memory.  Neuropeptide-Y stimulates
feeding

Nerve
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Fat cells

Increased Leptin secreted by growing fat cells
inhibits expression of Neuropeptide Y (NPY) and
suppresses eating

Nerve

Appetite stimulation

Performing Mendelian analysis on worm feeding behavior 
was a significant factor in understanding these pathways

Leptin
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Mendelian genetics and disease control

Over a billion people are afflicted with diseases transmitted by an
insect vector.  For example African river blindness and Elephantiasis
Alone afflict approximately 250 million people on the planet

Eliminate the vector will eliminate transmission of the disease
Researchers are using strategies that subvert Mendelian 
of segregation to drive the mosquito population to all male.

X/Y     x       X/X
Male Female

X

50%

50%
100% Y* bearing
sperm

/Y* x       X/X
Male Female

Factor on Y chromosome
eliminates the X chromosome
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Bernardo Provenzano, Italy's most wanted 
man, was on the run for more than 40 years.

No leads, nothing- police assumed he was dead
until……..

In 2002, the source said, Provenzano had gone to Marseille in France 
under a false name to be treated for a prostate tumour. A police raid 
at the clinic found a case history for a man named Gaspare Troia, 
who had never been admitted to the hospital. The patient's description 
matched Provenzano.

Novelli extracted DNA from hospital tissue samples and ran a DNA 
profile of both mitochondrial and Y-chromosome DNA. 

He then compared the DNA with that taken from blood samples of 
Provenzano's brother, stored in a Palermo hospital where he had been 
admitted for surgery.

The results came in November that year. “It showed that they shared 
the same mother and father — they were brothers,” says Novelli. 
“The lead was the right one, they knew they had the right man.”

by tracking a packet of laundry sent by his wife, police captured 
Provenzano in an isolated farmhouse just a mile from his birthplace 
in Corleone

Mendelian analysis key to tracking down a Mafia Boss
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Mother Father

Known brother Mafia Boss

DNA from
blood samples
in Palermo hospital

DNA from suspicious
undocumented patient
in France 2002

Results:  DNA from two samples indicates both men have the
same Y chromosome

By Mendels Laws, the inspector learns

1. Both men/patients had the same father 

and therefore

2.  The Mafia boss was alive in 2002 and probably still alive
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Mendel’s laws and genetic privacy

“Don’t do the crime, if your brother’s doing the crime”

The reason:  The power of Mendel’s laws

60 minutes show “A not so perfect match”

Every state collects DNA from convicted felons and
loads it into a database

This is run for a perfect match.

What would happen if the convicted felons brother
Did the crime?

Mendel’s laws tell us there will be a 100% match for Y
Chromosome DNA, a 50% match for X chromosome DNA
and a 25% match for a given pair of autosomal DNA markers

That is, the match would be close, but not perfect

The issue is what is law enforcement allowed to do
with this information
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With this new technology, no one has ever considered,
well if my brother and sister’s DNA end up in the database 
they have forfeited both their privacy rights AND my
privacy rights

Crime Scene DNA Imperfect Match
DNA Databases with Jane Doe

(submitted sample
DNA sequencing company)

Mother Father

Sister Jane Doe

This also had implications for health care and insurance

brca allele
pre-disposition
toward Breast Cancer
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How many in this class have had their DNA sequenced or
have had a family members DNA sequenced ?

It is likely that in your lifetime the vast majority of this class
will have their sequenced

I have avoided it for privacy reasons and….do I really want to 
know about evil base pairs lurking in my genome?

Today I’m taking the plunge 

Split in a tube- send it off-
in 6-8 weeks, my genome sequence will be sent back to me

I will share my results with you during the last week of the 
class

By that time you will be quite sophisticated in interpreting these
results
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